
Periodic Maintenance Testing of Motor Circuits.

Introduction: A motor circuit supplied by a circuit breaker/motor starter or drive must be Safe for 
personnel and assets. The testing is mandatory in the UK & EU.

A high resistance contact or termination in the Phase or Protective Earth has an affect of 
lengthening the time of a protection device to operate. 
Limits are set based on the circuit size, with higher current rated assets requiring lower Impedance 
values.

The guidelines for periodic
maintenance testing for Industrial
Sector is Three years with a visual
annually.

Procedure: 3Phi Reliability recommend conducting Earth Loop Impedance testing of sub boards 
and following the “Rp+Re” method for final motor circuits.
The Ze Earth loop Impedance test can be achieved using a multifunction tester on a GPO within a 
cabinet with Visual check of earth conductor.
The “Rp+Re” method requires a temporary bond between Phase and PE (Protective Earth) at the 
motor.  The measurement for resistance with MicroOhm meter is made on each phase to earth 
above the circuit breaker. Note: Earthing at the motor allows for the contactor to be manually 
pressed to make the measurement. The measurement should taken at the same level as the Ze test. 
(eg Circuit Breaker of GPO tested).
The “Rp+Re” result is added to the Ze measurement to give the total Zs for the circuit.

      
 

Results: The regulatory requirement is to take the highest measurement of the three phases and 
compare this absolute reading with the limits.
3Phi Reliability recommend in addition looking at the percentage imbalance. A reading >3% 
indicates a problem eg Contactor contact, Circuit Breaker contact, Isolator corrosion, or 
Termination/crimp. A imbalance >5% is a serious problem that requires fault finding.

A Motor Circuit test is recommended at the Motor for Winding condition.

This is an efficient method of finding high resistance defects that are hidden from view of 
Thermography.


